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7. cynosures : i.e. newspaper reporters will not run after
them to report their doings. In the jargon of journalism they
will have ( no news value '. Cf. Milton:
* Where perhaps some beauty lies
The cynosure of neighbouring eyes.1   (* L'Allegro.')
13.   honours earned : Montague has  a most amusing story
in Fiery Particles called ' Honours Easy'  about unearned war
honours,
29. summer turf : we do not know here the joy of grass
like this, springing with life and beauty.
page 129. 20. to come home with his legs : to feel that he
has legs because he has pleasurably tired them with walking.
26.   scrape : schoolboy slang for a bit of trouble.
page 130.   2.   the Pole [star]: which guides all wanderers as
it always roughly indicates the north.
12. creative faculty of delight : so the reward is happiness ;
it reminds us of the most famous paradox of Christ, * he that
loseth his life shall save iL'.
XVIII.   FATEHPUR SIKRI AND JAIPUR
pacjk KM, 8. Pompeii; Roman city near the modern Naples,
buried by an eruption from Vesuvius in A.rj. 79. A vulgar
seaside resort.
20, dry and sterile elegance : the writer previously says of
the Taj: * its elegance is at the best of a very dry and negative
kind/
pages 185-6. 27-1, Italian primitives ; the early religious and
very wonderful schools of painting in Italy which flourished
e. 1200—1400, before the Renaissance ; so called because the art
of painting was not supposed to have developed by then.
page 106,   7,   victoria:   cab,   stylish  horse-drawn  vehicle.
14-15.   princely   grace :   the   graceful   walking   of   Indian
women is always admired by Westerners.
25.   fief ; his land-holding.
page 188. 4. Hannibal: did two unbelievable things, defeated
the Romans (for a time) and crossed the Alps, using elephants.
The reference is of course humorous in intention.

